
Machine learning (ML) models use predictive analytics to identify trends and 
patterns in data, learning from their experience to make more accurate analytics 
decisions. Use cases for ML include medical image analysis and diagnosis, speech 
recognition, natural language processing (NLP), text classification, sentiment 
analysis and fraud detection. Unfortunately, the process of ensuring the accuracy 
and fairness of these models is often hindered by the absence of an automated 
platform with tools and processes optimized for AI, lack of transparency and 
explainable results, and inadequate stakeholder communication and  
collaboration tools.

IBM watsonx.governance automates model processes across the AI lifecycle. 
It provides enterprise-level rigor and human oversight into how models are 
created and deployed both on premises and in the cloud, helping organizations 
meet growing ML model challenges. It uses one unified, integrated platform for 
governing ML and generative AI.

Highlights
Automate AI governance 
across the machine  
learning model lifecycle

Proactively detect and 
mitigate risks according  
to priority

Improve compliance  
policies, industry standards  
and AI regulations

IBM watsonx.governance  
for machine learning models
Accelerate responsible, transparent  
and explainable AI workflows

Data and AI

Comprehensive. Provides governance for both ML  
and generative AI in one hybrid, integrated platform 

End to end. Includes lifecycle governance and risk management 
to support compliance with internal policies, industry standards 
and AI regulations

Open. Supports third-party tools (e.g., AWS, Microsoft and 
Google) for ML models currently in place—no need to rip  
and replace
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Automate AI governance across the ML model lifecycle

Lifecycle governance: Accelerate model building at scale. Automate and 
consolidate multiple tools, applications and platforms while documenting the 
origin of datasets, models, associated metadata and pipelines.

 – Monitor, catalog and govern models across the AI lifecycle from anywhere.  
Free up time and automate workflows to build and deploy models at scale.

 – Capture model metadata for effortless report generation.
 – Use the Factsheets feature to allow model validators and approvers access  
to an accurate, real-time view of model lifecycle details.

 – Increase accuracy of predictions by proactively identifying bias, drift  
and retraining opportunities.

 – Improve stakeholder communications and collaboration with tools  
and customizable dashboards.
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Proactively detect and mitigate risks according to priority 
Enable responsible, explainable, high-quality AI models and automate 
documentation of model lineage and metadata. Monitor for fairness,  
bias and drift and set alert tolerances for timely risk mitigation.

 – Access an automated, scalable, AI governance risk and compliance  
(GRC) toolkit.

 – Drive fair decisions with the ability to adjust to changes in behavioral  
patterns and profiles with model retraining or rebuilding. 

 – Use the Factsheets capability, fact capture and documentation automation  
for model validators and approvers to access an accurate, real-time view  
that provides explainability of model results.

 – Increase stakeholder visibility with dynamic, user-based dashboards,  
charts and dimensional reporting. Provide explainable results with an 
enterprise-wide view of risk for all business units, partners and suppliers.
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Improve compliance policies, industry standards and AI regulations 
Support regulatory compliance using protections and validation to build  
and deploy models that are fair, transparent and compliant. Automatically  
document model facts in support of audits.

 – Translate external AI regulations into global policies  
for automated enforcement.

 – Enhance compliance for audit and reporting purposes  
through Factsheets documentation.

 – Access an automated and scalable GRC platform that  
helps to effectively manage IT and security risks,  
reduce costs and meet compliance requirements.

 – Connect internal GRC policies and practices to the 
external regulatory environment.
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Conclusion 
IBM watsonx.governance accelerates responsible, transparent and explainable AI 
using automated tools and processes built to direct, manage and monitor models 
across the AI lifecycle. It lets you proactively detect and mitigate risks and better 
meet compliance requirements, including internal policies, industry standards and 
the changing regulatory landscape. IBM watsonx.governance provides governance 
for both traditional ML and generative AI models on an open, integrated platform. 
Deploy the solution both on premises and in the cloud.

Why IBM? 
IBM watsonx is our next-generation, enterprise AI and data platform. It includes 
IBM watsonx.data, IBM watsonx.ai and IBM watsonx.governance—all of which are 
designed to help scale and accelerate the impact of AI across your business. IBM 
watsonx is trusted to manage the most business-critical applications across cloud 
and on-premises deployments.

For more information 
To learn more about watsonx.governance, contact your IBM representative  
or IBM Business Partner or visit ibm.com/products/watsonx-governance.

https://www.ibm.com/products/watsonx-governance
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